The guiding principle behind President George W. Bush's Faith-Based and Community Initiative is that faith-based charities should be able to compete on an equal footing for public dollars to provide public services. President Bush believes that the federal government, within the framework of U.S. Constitutional church-state guidelines, should encourage faith-based charities to reach out with compassion to help even more people in need. This booklet aims to provide guidance for faith-based and community organizations that wish to partner with the U.S. government. The booklet poses and answers specific questions to inform and guide readers. It contains four sections: (1) "Helping Those in Need: An Overview of the Federal Grants Process"; (2) "Partnering with the Federal Government: Some Do's and Don'ts for Faith-Based Organizations"; (3) "Equal Treatment for Faith-Based Providers"; and (4) "Charitable Choice: The Facts". (BT)
Guidance to Faith-Based and Community Organizations on Partnering with the Federal Government
“The indispensable and transforming work of faith-based and other charitable service groups must be encouraged. Government cannot be replaced by charities, but it can and should welcome them as partners. We must heed the growing consensus across America that successful government social programs work in fruitful partnership with community-serving and faith-based organizations.”

President George W. Bush
GUIDANCE TO FAITH-BASED AND COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS ON PARTNERING WITH THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

The guiding principle behind President Bush's Faith-Based and Community Initiative is that faith-based charities should be able to compete on an equal footing for public dollars to provide public services. President Bush believes that the Federal government, within the framework of Constitutional church-state guidelines, should encourage faith-based charities to reach out with compassion to help even more people in need.

Too many Americans are homeless, hungry, or hurting. Some struggle to get off of welfare or drugs or both. Others are seniors who can’t make it on their own, or children with parents in prison. In every corner of America, there are people of all ages in need of help.

Faith-based and community groups are the unsung heroes in helping Americans in need. Their compassionate care and neighborly love turn lives around and provide hope where it has been missing. These groups do not provide care because they have to, but because they want to.

Every year, the Federal government spends billions of dollars for health and human service programs. When it comes to faith-based or small charities, however, the government has made it difficult – and sometimes impossible – for these groups to provide Federally-funded services. Bureaucratic and administrative obstacles abound. Program officers are often unfamiliar with the work that faith-based and community groups do. In August 2001, the White House Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives released a report, Unlevel Playing Field, that identified many of the barriers that faith-based and community organizations face in accessing Federal funds.

The guiding principle behind President Bush’s Faith-Based and Community Initiative is that faith-based charities should be able to compete on an equal footing for public dollars to provide public services. President Bush believes that the Federal government, within the framework of Constitutional church-state guidelines, should encourage faith-based charities to reach out with compassion to help even more people in need.

The President’s proposal builds upon our Nation’s finest traditions. Today, there are thousands of faith-based and community organizations across the country that receive Federal funds. Some of these organizations receive money directly from the Federal government. Others get it through a State, city, or local government that itself receives Federal funds. Still others receive money through large, non-profit organizations that the Federal government funds.
Faith-based organizations use funds like these to serve our communities in very important ways. For instance, more than two-thirds of federally-supported residences for the elderly are operated by faith-based organizations. And about one in every six child-care centers is housed in a religious facility. In fact, the Nation's largest "chains" of child-care services are not commercially owned, but rather operated by the Roman Catholic Church and the Southern Baptist Convention. The number of centers in religious facilities is growing faster than the total number of centers. In addition, religiously affiliated hospitals received more than $45 billion in 1998 from Medicare, Medicaid, and other government funding programs. These statistics show that the use of government money by faith-based organizations is not new.

Despite this long-standing tradition, there are still a lot of questions surrounding faith-based organizations and their funding by government money. Some wonder, "If we run a soup kitchen that gets some of its money from the Federal government, can we say a prayer before we serve a meal?" Others ask, "Will I have to remove all religious content from my program?" There are many faith-based groups that want to hire people of the same faith. Can they do that and still receive Federal funds? These are just some of the questions that this brochure will try to address.

"One of my most important initiatives is the Faith-Based and Community Initiative, because I recognize that government can hand out money, but what it cannot do is put hope in people's hearts or a sense of purpose in people's lives. What I want to do is unleash the great compassion of America, by changing America one heart, one soul, one conscience at a time."

President George W. Bush
HELPING THOSE IN NEED: AN OVERVIEW OF THE FEDERAL GRANTS PROCESS

If you are in the business of caring for people in need, you understand that resources are needed to do the work effectively. And chances are that if you had a little more money, you would be able to help more people and do your work better. If you run an organization to help those in need, you may be eligible to receive Federal money through grant programs.

What kinds of grants are available from the Federal government?

The Federal government uses two kinds of grants:

Grants handed out by an agency of the Federal government (also known as 'discretionary' grants) – for instance, a homeless assistance grant given out by the Department of Health and Human Services to a homeless shelter.

Grants that put Federal money in the hands of States, cities, or counties for them to distribute to charities and other social service providers, usually under their own rules and regulations (also known as 'formula' or 'block' grants).

Therefore, you can apply directly to the Federal government or you can apply for funds to an entity that distributes money it receives from the Federal government.

More money is available from programs administered by States and localities than from the Federal government directly. For example, in 2001, the Department of Health and Human Services awarded $25 billion directly to grant applicants, but it gave $160 billion to States and localities, which in turn made much of this money available to non-governmental organizations.

How can my organization find out about Federal grants?

The White House Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives has prepared a list of general information about nearly 100 programs operated by the Departments of Justice, Labor, Health and Human Services, Housing and Urban Development, and Education. The list – which is available in the brochure Federal Funding Opportunities for Organizations that Help Those in Need and at www.fbci.gov – includes programs from these agencies that are of interest to small, grassroots groups. Use this list as a starting point to find about opportunities that may interest you.

Once you find a program that interests you, you can get more information about when and how you can apply for funds from the agency contact in the listing. You can also use the Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance, or CFDA, as a resource. To use the CFDA, locate the CFDA number from the information provided in the list in Federal Funding Opportunities for Organizations that Help Those in Need. Enter that number into the "program number" box on the CFDA's web site at http://www.cfda.gov/public/faprs.htm.
How do I go about applying for a Federal grant?

All Federal grants must be announced to the public. These announcements (sometimes called a “Program Announcement,” “Request for Proposal,” “Notice of Funding Availability,” or “Solicitation for Grant Applications”) are the Federal government’s way of looking for charities and other groups to provide a Federally-funded service.

Each grant announcement will contain instructions on how to apply, including where to get an application packet, information the application should contain, the date the application is due, and agency contact information.

Grant announcements are issued throughout the year. Unfortunately, there is no single document that contains every Federal grant announcement and no uniform format for these announcements, although the Administration is working to change this. In the future, it hopes that Federal agencies will publish grant announcements electronically, in a single format and on a single web site (www.fedbizopps.gov).

Currently, most grant announcements are listed in the Federal Register, a daily publication that can be accessed on the Internet (http://www.gpo.gov/su_docs/aces/aces140.html) and at major public libraries. The Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance (www.cfda.gov) also contains information about grant announcements. In addition, agency web sites contain information on funding opportunities. In particular, faith-based and community groups should check for information on the web sites for the White House Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives (www.fbci.gov), as well as on the web sites for the agency Centers.

Many States and cities also have liaisons that can help faith-based and community applicants identify grant opportunities.

We are a small organization and we can’t afford to hire a grant writer, accountant, and lawyer to help us seek a Federal grant. Is there any help for us?

Most Federal agencies have experts who are available to help organizations apply for and manage their grants. Applicants may call the official identified in the grant announcement or contact an agency’s regional office. These agency staff are available to answer questions over the phone. They may also refer applicants to local or nearby technical assistance workshops or to organizations that are under contract with the Federal government to provide this kind of assistance.

Assistance may also be available from one of the nearly two dozen organizations funded by the Department of Health and Human Services’ Compassion Capital Fund. These organizations help small faith-based and community organizations learn about the grants process. They may also help small groups with other challenges, such as training volunteers and staff or expanding the reach of the services they provide. They do this at no cost to your organization. You can learn more about the Compassion Capital Fund and the organizations it funds at www.hhs.gov/fbci.

In addition, for general questions about writing a grant proposal, many State governments and cities provide grant-writing workshops, as do a number of non-profit organizations and foundations.
Is there any money specifically set aside for faith-based organizations?

No. While there are small programs like the Compassion Capital Fund that are designed to help faith-based and community groups with the challenges they face, the Federal government does not set aside funds specifically for those groups. However, each year hundreds of millions of dollars go to religious charities and grassroots groups to provide vital Federal services for the poor. The government does not ask, “Does your organization believe in God?” It asks, “Does your program work? Does it meet the specific requirements of the grant? Is it turning people’s lives around? Is it accountable for the money it receives?”

What if I apply for a Federal grant, but my request is turned down?

There is no guarantee you will receive a grant if you apply. However, if you do not receive a grant, you should try to find out why you did not receive funding and how you could improve a future application. You can follow up with the program officer identified in the announcement. This individual will either be able to provide you with information about your application, or point you to the right person to contact. In addition, you may even be able to obtain written comments on your proposal, which could be a good learning tool.

Remember that many, many organizations compete for Federal funds, and many groups apply several times before they receive an award. Getting feedback on your application can help you improve your chances of receiving funds the next time around.

What are some of the legal obligations that come along with a Federal grant?

**Financial Reporting Requirements.** To make sure that grant funds are used properly, organizations that receive Federal funds must file regular financial status reports. These forms should not take long to fill out, but they are important. The basic financial report form is a one-page document called Standard Form 269. Many agencies have adapted this form to suit their own programs. You can find a copy of Standard Form 269 at www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/forms.

**Audit.** All faith-based and community groups that receive Federal funds are subject to basic audit requirements. These audits are intended only to examine the Federally-funded parts of an organization’s operations and are not designed to identify unrelated problems. The audits are necessary to make sure that Federal dollars have been spent properly on legitimate costs. It is therefore extremely important for grant recipients to keep accurate records of all transactions conducted with Federal funds.

Most organizations are not audited by the government itself, although the Federal government has the right to audit any program that receives public money at any time. For example, charities that spend less than $300,000 a year in Federal funds are generally asked only to perform a “self-audit.” For larger grants – those over $300,000 a year – an audit by a private, independent outside legal or accounting firm is required. More information on audits may be found on the Office of Management and Budget’s web site (www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars).
PARTNERING WITH THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT: SOME DO’S AND DON’TS FOR FAITH-BASED ORGANIZATIONS

Dealing with the Federal government isn’t always easy. In fact, if you are a small organization, all the governmental rules and regulations can be intimidating. If you are a faith-based organization, the rules can seem complicated because there are some special considerations that come into play when faith-based groups work with the Federal government.

The goal of the President’s Faith-Based and Community Initiative is clear—to enable faith-based and community organizations to provide compassionate care for the poor by receiving Federal grants on the same basis as other groups. President Bush believes that it is wrong for these groups to be discriminated against when it comes to partnering with the Federal government. This section provides information helpful to faith-based groups on how an organization can maintain its faith identity while delivering Federal services.

If these rules sound complicated, remember that thousands of faith-based organizations, from small daycare centers to homeless shelters, have taken Federal money and delivered services without a hitch. They have been able to comply with these principles—without sacrificing their faith identity.

Keep in mind that this section provides only a brief overview of some of the major legal issues that come up when faith-based groups receive Federal funds. The area of church-state relations is complicated. Specific programs may have some different requirements. You should not rely upon this document as an authoritative statement of the law. For more information, you may wish to consult with a lawyer or the agency that administers the program that interests you.

What are the rules on funding religious activity with Federal money?

The United States Supreme Court has said that faith-based organizations may not use direct government support to support “inherently religious” activities. Don’t be put off by the term “inherently religious”—it’s simply a phrase that has been used by the courts in church-state cases. Basically, it means you can not use any part of a direct Federal grant to fund religious worship, instruction, or proselytization. Instead, organizations may use government money only to support the non-religious social services that they provide. Therefore, faith-based organizations that receive direct governmental funds should take steps to separate, in time or location, their inherently religious activities from the government-funded services that they offer. Such organizations should also carefully account for their use of all government money.
This does not mean your organization can't have religious activities. It simply means you can't use taxpayer dollars to fund them. Some faith-based organizations set up separate charitable organizations (so-called "501(c)(3) corporations") to keep programs that receive government money separate from those that engage in inherently religious activities.

This rule of thumb is different if your organization receives Federal money that comes in the form of "vouchers" or other so-called "indirect aid." In simple terms, an indirect aid program is one that gives funds or certificates to individuals in need, which can be used to obtain services from a number of qualified organizations. A good example of indirect aid is a child-care certificate that a parent can use for daycare at any participating child-care center. School vouchers are another example of indirect aid. Recently, the United States Supreme Court upheld a school voucher program in Cleveland where the vouchers were used for education at religious schools. However, the vast majority of programs affected by President Bush’s Faith-Based and Community Initiative involve direct aid to organizations (that is, money that goes directly to the organizations themselves), not vouchers or indirect aid.

If I cannot take government money to support religious activity, how do I separate our religious activities from our Federally-funded social service program?

A faith-based organization should take steps to ensure that its inherently religious activities, such as religious worship, instruction, or proselytization, are separate — in time or location — from the government-funded services that it offers. If, for example, your church receives Federal money to help unemployed people improve their job skills, you may conduct this program in a room in the church hall and still have a Bible study taking place in another room in the same hall (but no Federal money can be used to conduct the Bible study). Or a faith-based social service provider may conduct its programs in the same room that it uses to conduct religious activities, so long as its government-funded services and its religious activities are held at different times. If you have any questions or doubts, you should check with the official who administers your Federal funds.

Can people who receive Federally-funded services from us also participate in our religious activities?

Yes, provided that a few rules are followed. It may be that some people have chosen to receive services from your organization because it is faith-based, and they will be eager to participate. But faith-based organizations that receive direct Federal aid may not require program participants to attend or take part in any religious activities. Although you may invite participants to join in your organization’s religious services or events, you should be careful to reassure them that they can receive government-funded help even if they do not participate in these activities, and their decision will have no bearing on the services they receive. In short, any participation by recipients of taxpayer-funded services in such religious activities must be completely voluntary. For example, a church that receives direct government aid to provide shelter to homeless individuals may not require those individuals to attend a Bible study or participate in a prayer preceding a meal as part of the government-funded services they provide. But they may invite those individuals to join them, so long as they make clear that their participation is optional.
What about religious activities that we have with our staff and volunteers in the presence of those whom we are helping?

A faith-based group may gather volunteers and employees together to engage in religious activities, such as a prayer to renew their own religious mission and recommit themselves to helping those in need. An example might be a soup kitchen where volunteers say a prayer together before the meal is served. It is important for faith-based groups to make sure that a prayer in these circumstances is voluntary, and understood to be voluntary, for program participants.

If someone asks me about my faith, can I share it with them?

If someone asks you about your personal faith while you are providing a government-funded service, you may answer briefly. But if you wish to have a longer discussion on matters of faith, you should set up a time to speak with that person later. In this way, you avoid using government funds for what might be taken to be an inherently religious activity, and the program is kept on track. But you also have an opportunity later to share your faith and explain why you do what you do.

Can we use Federal funds to purchase religious materials or materials that are faith-filled?

No. Faith-based organizations may not use Federal funds to purchase religious materials – such as the Bible, Torah, Koran, Talmud, or other religious or scriptural materials. If you have questions about the appropriateness of your materials, you may want to consult an attorney or ask the government official who is administering your program for guidance.

We are a faith-based organization. Can Federal funds be used to pay the salary of a member of our staff?

Yes, provided that this staff person is delivering the Federally-funded service and is not engaged in religious worship, instruction, or proselytization. The staff member may be a rabbi, priest, imam, or preacher, so long as he or she does not engage in these activities while being paid with public dollars. For example, a minister may teach an anger management seminar to ex-offenders as part of a Federal grant. But the minister must keep his or her teaching on the subject of anger management separate from his church duties and preaching responsibilities.
What if we have someone on our staff who works for a government-sponsored program only part-time?

It is fine for a faith-based organization to employ someone on their staff to perform religious duties while also having that person administer part of a Federally-funded program. There are, however, rules that must be followed. The part-time worker must not engage in inherently religious activities while working on the Federally-funded portion of his or her job. And that part-time worker must also document that he met his time commitment to the government-sponsored program by keeping careful time records of his activities. This will make sure that government funds are spent only on non-religious activities.

Will the way in which our faith-based organization hires employees change if we receive Federal funding?

In most circumstances, no. There is no general Federal law that prohibits faith-based organizations that receive Federal funds from hiring on a religious basis. Nor does the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which applies regardless of whether an organization receives Federal funds, prohibit faith-based organizations from hiring on a religious basis. This Act protects Americans from employment discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, and disability. But the Civil Rights Act also recognizes the fundamental rights of faith-based organizations to hire employees who share their religious beliefs. The United States Supreme Court unanimously upheld this special protection for faith-based groups in 1987, and it has been the law since then. Thus, a Jewish organization can decide to hire only Jewish employees, a Catholic organization can decide to hire only Catholics, and so on, without running into problems with the Civil Rights Act.

This special provision for faith-based groups protects the religious liberty of communities of faith. It permits faith-based groups to promote common values, a sense of community and unity of purpose, and shared experiences through service – all of which contribute to a religious organization’s effectiveness. In order for a religious organization to define or carry out its mission, it is important that it be able to take religion into account in hiring staff. Just as a college or university can take the academic credentials of an applicant for a professorship into consideration in order to maintain high standards, or an environmental organization can consider the views of potential employees on conservation, so too should a faith-based organization be able to take into account an applicant’s religious belief when making a hiring decision.

One final point. In general, a faith-based organization retains this exemption even if it receives Federal, State, or local financial assistance. However, certain Federal laws and regulations, as well as State and local laws, may place conditions on the receipt of government funds. For example, some employment laws may prohibit discrimination on the basis of religion. Or a State or local law may prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or require certain organizations to provide benefits to employees’ unmarried domestic partners. Some of these laws may exempt religious organizations, while others may not. Organizations with further questions about this issue may wish to consult a lawyer to find out about the specific requirements that apply to your organization and any rights you may have under the Constitution or Federal laws.
If our organization receives Federal funds, can it choose not to provide services to some people?

No. If you take Federal money you may not discriminate against a person seeking help who is eligible for the service. For example, if you are a religious organization and receive public money to run an emergency food distribution program, you may not serve only persons of your faith and turn away others. In addition, and as discussed above, you may not require those you serve to profess a certain faith or participate in religious activities, in order to receive the service you provide for the Federal government.

What will happen if we violate any of these rules?

If you violate the requirements specified in your grant or otherwise improperly use the funds you receive, you may be subject to legal action. Among other things, you may lose your grant funds, be required to repay the funds you received, and pay any damages that might be awarded through court action. If an organization uses its funds fraudulently, it could be subject to criminal prosecution.

Does our religious organization have to form a special nonprofit organization in order to receive Federal funding?

In general, no. There is no general Federal requirement that an organization incorporate or operate as a nonprofit or obtain tax-exempt status under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code in order to receive Federal funds. However, some Federal, State, or local programs may impose such a requirement.

Although it will take some time and cost some money, a faith-based organization may wish to establish a separate nonprofit organization to use the government funds it receives. Taking this step can make it easier for a faith-based organization to keep track of the public funds that it receives and spends. It will also be easier for the government to monitor the group’s use of grant funds without intruding on the group’s internal affairs, in the event that an audit is conducted.
EQUAL TREATMENT FOR FAITH-BASED PROVIDERS

Faith-based organizations may be worried that receiving government money will mean they have to change their mission or the way that they run their organization. President Bush is working with Congress for legislation that will provide definitive guidance on these matters. In the meantime, here is the Administration's position on these issues.

Can we use facility space on our church property to provide a Federal service, and if we do, do we have to take down our religious symbols inside?

Faith-based organizations may use space in their churches, synagogues, mosques, or other places of worship to provide Federally-funded services. In addition, there is no need to remove religious symbols from these rooms. For example, a faith-based organization may operate a Federally-funded daycare center in a church basement, or provide computer training in a classroom adjacent to a synagogue. You don't have to remove the Star of David or the cross in your building in order to deliver a Federally-funded service there. You may also keep your organization's name even if it includes religious words, and you may include religious references in your organization's mission statements.

My organization has a religious name and its chartering documents contain religious references. Is it still eligible to receive Federal funding?

Yes. A faith-based or religious organization does not need to change its identity — including its name or chartering documents — in order to qualify for a Federal grant. Nor does it need it to remove religious art, icons, scripture, or other religious symbols from its property or its publications — although all of these must have been purchased with private funds.

My organization has a requirement that the members of its governing board be members of our faith. Is it still eligible to receive Federal funding?

In general, yes. A faith-based or religious organization does not need to change the way it selects members for its governing board in order to qualify for a Federal grant. However, there may be some grant programs that depart from this general rule. For example, the law requires Community Action Agencies (organizations that are eligible to receive Community Service Block Grant funds) to have boards that are composed of elected public officials, low-income neighborhood residents, and representatives of other organizations. A faith-based group that is interested in organizing or participating in a Community Action must comply with this requirement.

If our faith-based organization takes government money, will the government secularize our organization?

No. Religious organizations can compete for government funding to provide public services without having to abandon their religious character. In fact, faith-based organizations have every right to hold, express and practice their deepest convictions, so long as any inherently religious and worship-centered activities are separate, voluntary, and privately funded.
CHARITABLE CHOICE: THE FACTS

“Charitable Choice” is the general name for several laws that President Clinton signed into law during the period of 1996-2000. These laws were designed to give people in need choices among the charities offering them services. The Charitable Choice laws apply to four Federal programs: Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) and the Community Services Block Grant (CSBG) programs (both overseen by the Administration for Children and Families at the United States Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)); programs for substance abuse and mental health (overseen by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) at HHS); and the Welfare-to-Work program (overseen by the Department of Labor).

What are the key points of the Charitable Choice laws?

These laws clarify both the rights and the responsibilities of faith-based organizations that receive Federal funds. They specify that faith-based organizations cannot be excluded from the competition for Federal funds simply because they are religious. These laws also provide that faith-based organizations that receive Federal funds may continue to carry out their missions consistent with their beliefs. For example, they may maintain a religious environment in their facilities, and they may consider their religious beliefs in hiring and firing employees.

The Charitable Choice laws also impose certain restrictions on faith-based organizations. They spell out specific “do’s” and “don’ts” for faith-based groups receiving Federal money. The laws specify that religious organizations that receive Federal funds must serve all eligible participants, regardless of those persons’ religious beliefs. They also prohibit religious organizations from using Federal funds to support any inherently religious activities (such as worship, religious instruction, or proselytization).

In addition, recipients of services provided under Charitable Choice laws have a right to be provided with services from a non-religious provider. President Bush believes that recipients of Federal services should be offered a choice of providers. That is why it is preferable to have a range of providers, both secular and faith-based.

In addition to these requirements, the Community Service Block Grant and SAMHSA versions of the Charitable Choice laws also require religious organizations to maintain separate accounts for the Federal funds they receive.

Do the Charitable Choice laws mean that faith-based organizations can apply for funds only from these four Federal programs?

No. The Charitable Choice laws merely set out clear guidelines for government funding of faith-based organizations in these four programs. However, as we have outlined earlier, all Federal programs that permit nonprofit organizations to apply for funds are also open to faith-based organizations. President Bush’s Faith-Based and Community Initiative is designed to make sure that the playing field is level for all groups that apply for funding from any Federal program.

Do the Charitable Choice laws mean that faith-based organizations get “special treatment”?

No. These laws do not set aside funds for faith-based organizations. Faith-based organizations that receive Federal funding are held to the same standards as all other providers of services. For example, they must comply with the accounting requirements that apply to other organizations, and they must demonstrate that their organization serves the purposes of the program. These laws simply recognize that faith-based organizations have a role to play in the provision of Federally-funded social services, and they clarify how these programs should be operated.
"I believe in the power of faith in people's lives. Our government should not fear programs that exist because a church or a synagogue or a mosque has decided to start one. We should not discriminate against programs based upon faith in America. We should enable them to access Federal money, because faith-based programs can change people's lives, and America will be better off for it."

President George W. Bush

THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE AND THE AGENCY CENTERS FOR FAITH-BASED AND COMMUNITY INITIATIVES

As one of the first acts of his Presidency, President Bush established the White House Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives. He also created Centers for the Initiative in seven Federal agencies: the Departments of Justice, Agriculture, Labor, Health and Human Services (HHS), Housing and Urban Development (HUD), and Education and the Agency for International Development. The White House Office and the Agency Centers are charged with ensuring that local faith-based and community groups have a fair chance to compete for Federal dollars without facing barriers.

The White House Office and Agency Centers help in other ways. They connect faith-based and community groups to each other, identify new resources, and improve their capacity to assist others.

Many of the Agencies involved in the Faith-Based and Community Initiative have organized conferences and meetings to provide interested groups with more information about the Initiative.

If you want additional information or have further questions, please feel free to call the White House Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives at (202) 456-6708 or visit our web site at www.fbci.gov.

White House Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives
The White House
Washington, DC 20502
(202) 456-6708
(202) 456-7019 FAX
www.fbci.gov

Agency Centers for Faith-Based and Community Initiatives

Department of Justice
Patrick Purtill, Director
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20530
(202) 514-2987
www.ojp.usdoj.gov/fbci

Department of Labor
Brent Orrell, Director
200 Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20210
(202) 693-6450
www.dol.gov/cfbci

Department of Health and Human Services
Bobby Polito, Director
200 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20201
(202) 358-3595
www.hhs.gov/fbci

Department of Housing and Urban Development
Steven Wagner, Director
451 7th Street SW, Room 10184
Washington, DC 20410
(202) 708-2404
www.hud.gov/offices/fbci

Department of Education
John Porter, Director
555 New Jersey Avenue, NW
Suite 410
Washington, DC 20208-8300
(202) 219-1741
www.ed.gov/faithandcommunity

Department of Agriculture
Juliet McCarthy, Director
14th and Independence Avenue, SW
Office of the Secretary, Room 200-A
Washington, DC 20250
(202) 720-3631
www.usda.gov/fbci

For further information regarding the Agency for International Development Center for the Initiative, visit www.usaid.gov.
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